
Just as every business is different, everyone’s journey to the cloud is as well. Maybe you haven’t started 
yet, or you have played around with some workloads, but haven’t really seen was all the fuss is about. Of 
course, it is also possible that your developers have gone out and deployed a critical line of business or 
customer facing application without your knowledge.  

If you’re in one of these early cloud stages, Arraya can help by putting some structure around your cloud 
journey and getting your first IT managed workload out in the cloud.  

Best of all, this education and planning could be a free engagement.  
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Azure is a massive cloud service with a lot of places to start. Arraya focuses on some core Azure  
technologies to deliver value quickly through a Fast Start program called Azure Everywhere. These 
Fast Start engagements are typically 2 days on-site and are designed to educate. At the end, you will 
have a high level plan to get you started in Azure.  

AZURE IAAS FOUNDATION — In this session, we’ll focus on the best practices to build a sold  
foundation in Azure by de-mystifying networking, storage, and virtual machines.  

IDENTITY — Most people have an Active Directory domain, but with so many cloud based services 
like Salesforce, Workday, and Office 365 becoming more prevalent, identities are now front and  
center in the struggle to maintain control. This session will review Azure Active Directory and talk 
about how you can leverage it to take that next step to the cloud.  

MANAGEMENT & SECURITY — You may already have an Azure tenant, but it might be out of your 
control. In this session, we will review the management and monitoring capabilities for both  
on-premises and cloud based workloads. We can also show how using Azure Backups and Site  
Recovery can provide some quick and immediate value.  
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